TRUE STORY, HOW SOME SO CALLED “IMMIGRANTS” TRIED TO
CHEAT INNOCENT PEOPLE AND HOW I SAVED THEM FROM THE
HOAX
It happened in those days, when Partying Prime Minister Sanna
Marin ruled in Finland, Anno Domini 2022. More precisely said on
Friday afternoon 26th of July and the precise time was about 14.20
o´clock. I was waiting my wife in the parking hall of the Prisma
Shopping Centre in the Eastern Centre. Like dropping from The
Heaven, a man appeared to the side window of my car. He showed
by his hand his mouth and ears and put an A4 size leaflet to the
side window of the car. The text was approximately: “I am
gathering money to the immigrant organization of deaf-mute
……..”

Nowadays it is not allowed to profile people here in Finland. Our
freedom of speech and thought is limited in several different ways.
At the risk that some men/women/genderneutrals in The Attorney
General´s Office and in the todays cabinet attack me and sue me
about “being too critical towards so called immigrants” or “racist”
or whatever she/he/they can invent during the day, I inform you
that the man according to his outlook was Arabian.

I went out of the car and noticed that nearby there was another
Arabic man according to his outlook (again profiling) and that he
was talking to an old couple. Wife had a wallet in her hand. I went

to the old couple and took the A4 size leaflet, even though the
Arabic man tried to yank it from my hand. It had the headline in
capital letters “I am gathering money immigrant organization of
deaf-mute ……..” There were some pictures of Finnis flag and a
scruffy stamp size of “a small asshole”.

I said to the old couple: “Despite of “The Stamp” this is not official
money gathering formula. Money gatherers must have permission
from the Ministerium of Domestic Affairs. This man does not have
it. He has not The Proper Stamp.” Stamps are very very very
important here in Finland. Some had already “donated” money
according to underwritings and sums in the leaflet.

The Arabic man tried continuously yank the leaflet from my hand.
Despite he had indicated to be deaf, I talked to him in Finnish,
maybe he had learned some Finnish while staying in Finland, and in
English to be cosmopolitan. I did not use another official language
Swedish, because he did not look like (again due to profiling) basic
Swede or Ny-Svensk. I did not talk in Arabic language, because my
vocabulary is small in that language, even though I try to study
Arabic language every other day. You never know when Arabic
language is made another legal domestic language in our Beloved
Fatherland Finland. I said “Miksi huijaatte vanhuksia? Why are
cheating old people?” While making that question, I waved my
hands near my mouth and ears.

He got angry. Even though he had waved his hand near his mouth
and ears and thus indicated that he is deaf-mute, he suddenly burst
to speak. Miracle had happened even though I am not next to Jesus
when it is a matter of making miracles. My profiling according to
man´s origin proved to be right. He spoke Arabic language. We can
hear rather often Arabic language from television because foreign
language speech is not dubbed here. Translation is represented on
the screen. Finns know how to read.

I cannot tell which geographic dialect it was. I said that this is not
an official money gathering formula and I will phone to The Police.
You cannot believe, how fast an Arabic Man can vanish from the
parking hall.

While discussing with the old couple they said that they did not
know that money gathering of the man was a hoax. I told them
what to look at in the leaflet and how to draw the conclusion if
money gathering is accepted by the Minister of Domestic Affairs.
They said “It was good that we did not give money to The Imposter.
Unfortunately, I did not get picture or video from the happening,
because it was hectic situation.

This was not first time. About a year ago there was same kind of
hectic happening.
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